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the z80 simulator is an
important piece of
software for z80

enthusiasts. it is a
valuable tool for anyone

who wishes to learn more
about the z80 cpu. it is
the only emulator that
can simulate the z-bus.

the z80 is the most
popular 16-bit computer
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cpu ever produced. z80
hardware is still widely
used. the z80 simulator
can run on any modern

pc, the only requirement
is that the pc has a z80

compatible motherboard.
the z80 simulator is a
windows program and

can be run without
modification on windows
xp, vista, 7, 8 and 10. the

speed of the z80
simulator has been
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increased by reducing
the amount of emulation.

a cpu core is now used
which is 64 bit instead of
the previous 32 bit core.
this reduces emulation

overheads. it is now
possible to simulate a

very fast cpu without the
simulator becoming too

slow. this results in faster
simulation speeds. the

amount of memory
emulation has been
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reduced. this has
resulted in the ability to
simulate more memory.
the number of memory
locations supported by
the simulator has been

increased. the maximum
number of memory

locations that can be
simulated is now 64, 128

or 256. the z-bus
interface has been

enhanced to allow the
simulator to simulate
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much faster z-bus cycles.
previously the z-bus was

simulated at
approximately the same
speed as the cpu core.

this was not satisfactory.
now the z-bus is

simulated at a much
higher speed than the

cpu core. this allows for
more accurate simulation

of the z-bus. the
simulator has the

following features: it is a
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standalone program it
can be used in the

command line mode it is
written in c and can be
compiled and run as a
stand-alone binary the

simulator is freely
available for download it
has a gui that allows you
to change the settings
the simulator can be

used to debug your own
programs 5ec8ef588b
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